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About This Game

The game takes place in the year 3019, RRRR2 is the continuation of the game RRRR, now three super-soldiers Rabbit,
Raccoon and Deer are in a dangerous world full of dangers and deadly traps.

Find out the continuation of the history of RRRR, fight with alien enemies and dangerous robots. The game has more references
to famous characters :)

Each character can use two types of weapons, collect ammo jump starting from the vertical parts of the platforms.
In the game you have to look for hidden secrets, open doors, use various mechanisms. Robot Rabbit owns a super-attack, Robot

Raccoon can deadly act on an enemy at a short distance, Reindeer can search for hidden objects.
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Special features
- Control three characters one by one.

- Explore locations
- Three characters to control one by one

- Two types of weapons
- Hidden objects
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Title: RRRR2
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Dnovel
Publisher:
Dnovel
Franchise:
RRRR, RRRR
Release Date: 17 Apr, 2019
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I LOVE MOVAVI VIDEO CONVERTER!, i have tried to convert videos and it works like a charm!, i'd highly recommend
getting this with Sony Vegas Pro 14, which you can buy here.

https:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/app\/528200\/VEGAS_Pro_14_Edit_Steam_Edition\/. Why this game is Free.Nice
game,Good graphics.Easy gameplay. I hate to "hate" on an otherwise good game, but it's such a HUGE part of WWII, that
without it, this is way off from being Grand Stratagy. The tech tree is good, battles are a little boring, but all in all, good. There
is NO supply chain though. There is for your forces on the ground (local level), but not in the big picture (country level). When
Germany needs more oil, it can just get it instantly from Mexico, or anyone else who will sell it to them. Like wise, the German
U-boats serve no real purpose (the Battle for the Atlantic doesn't exist) as you can't sink cargo ships and attack convoys as they
don't exist. There is no real point to having\/building\/researching any submarines as they pretty much ineffective in game. But
this single point is a show stopper for me.

Update to this from Battlegoat:

"While Supreme Ruler 1936 simulates the wide span of WWII, like other games of the genre we have strengths and weaknesses
to what we can simulate in high detail. Naval is currently not a "specialty" of SR1936, though we do have every intention of
continuing to improve this area.

-- George \/ BattleGoat."

From page 2 of the descusion from link:
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/app\/244410\/discussions\/0\/630802344410551969\/

UPDATE OCT 20, 2016
I realize this is way late and likely to not be read, but I wanted to write it anyway.

It seems there is some serious issues with balance and economy in the game. Unemployment goes down and never comes back.
(I know low unemployment is typicaly a good thing, but too low means you have no workforce to work if you build anything).

I played a game as Brazil and after taking over most all of S. America by 1947, my UnEmpl. is 2.1% and never recovering
despite growing in pop by over a million a day due to to immagration.
Details on this here: http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/app\/244410\/discussions\/0\/333656722971687056\/. Class 67 Diamond
Jubilee is a great train. It only adds one scenario to the Great Western Main Line, but it looks great. It's fun to drive. The train is
also accompanied by wagons, the king are also great. Its maximum speed is around 130km \/ h. I recommend buying when there
will be some price tag because then it is really cheap.. I really recommend this game for chapter 1&2. Because Chapter 3
Reused a Multiplayer map! Maybe they could of done
Chapters first then release Multiplayer. I think the developers was in a rush for chapter 3. And everybody knows chapter 4 will
be Forest A nether Multiplayer map. But actually in chapter 3 after you pass out A Nether multiplayer map. Oh my god. What
has this game turned into to. There are a lot of YT gamer`s complaining of chapter 3. Honestly chapter 3 is easy. I even beat it
on hardcore mode. Warning Bull part is hard As heck. Honestly i gotta say. This game is stupid. I am grilling the title right now.
But yeah i have to give this a bad review because this game did a bad job. oh yeah the first case did better. But wait. there`s
more. You can see that there are different developers. That`s why this game stupid and the other is really lit.
[I suggest the developers from the first game redo this!]
I might refund. A stellar followup to the game jam original, Heap of Trouble reworks the original game by allowing you to swap
around powerups and choose how to compliment your weaknesses in playing, so yeah, well worth the purchase if you want a
quick, replayable game with a lot of variety and secrets to explore.. I usually love games like this. I simply cannot recommend it
because of the controls. You just click and drag the ball or " ship" around to avoid obstacles. The problem is that it falls off
track of where your mouse pointer is, and this requires you to click and drag again to readjust. It's really frustrating in a fast
paced game. It feels like it would do better as a mobile game.. I re-purchased this game again after receiving a message from the
developer that an issue had been resolved, and it certainly now is worth 10\/10
Good game variations, and on the Vive it plays extremely well.
Good to know that there's someone there who listens and keeps an eye on the feedback.
Well done guys
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worst bloody game ever, the online dosnt even work and me and my friend wanted to play it.. The game looks and feels very
good! There are some flaws, but the Devs seem very active and keep contact the the community. Personally I think that this
game has the nicest graphics of the big 4 VR shooters. Give it a try!. Finally! The mushroom simulator I've been looking for!.
Rouge-like ? Casuals pls.....

Half Hour and i Beated allrdy 2 Full runs.
Bosses are Funny first time but then its boring and repeating.
You get Spammed with runes and some are just way to overpowerd.
Like the 180° Shoot all you do is turning the cursor in the other direction and you have such damage output that even the boss is
dieing in a Minute.

Well fun game if you play it once. But not fun to replay because everything is the same. Boss Mechanics ? Pls...

Maybee good game for Beginners and Casuals but if you look for a real Rouge-like your wrong here.. it doesn't works. Serious
review alert, no memes here.

This game is a hilarious action platformer and is genuinely really great, it's definitely one of the funniest games I've ever played
but also has challenging and fun gameplay, though it's a bit unpolished and frustrating at times.

There's a lot of small bugs I encountered, but they were mostly just funny to see and didn't really get in the way (a boss once
froze in place and just let me kill them, moving platforms act strange when you go at them from the wrong side, and other even
smaller things). There's also a lot of framerate issues stemming from the lack of optimization, but it's mostly just during
cutscenes and doesn't inhibit gameplay too much.

The boss fights are very fun and challenging, and none of them feel too similar to one another. There's a few design flaws in
some of the bosses, however, mainly the ones at the end which just felt kind of slapped together and anti-climactic. There's also
a few where it feels like you don't have much choice in the way of strategy and just have to throw yourself at them and get
lucky, but they're still pretty good regardless.

The level design is absolutely fantastic, nothing ever feels too samey or repetitive and the levels always think of a new type of
challenge to pose to the player. The different levels each have different themes and feel very unique from each other.
Sometimes the platforms are hard to see or blend in with the background too much, but you quickly learn what is and isn't a
platform. The checkpoints which you respawn at are all placed very fairly and don't make you redo any of the simple stuff just
because of one difficult part that keeps tripping you up.

The sound design and art are well-done. The pixel art style certainly isn't an excuse to be lazy, there's clearly effort and
experience behind the visuals in this game. The characters and enemies all look really distinct and fitting of how they act, even
though 99% of them are skeletons. The music is also pretty catchy, and the choice of sound effects are funny as well as
satisfying. The Dragon Ball sound effects used for the punches work really well, and the yells that escalate in pitch when you
resize the window had me rolling.

The controls have some notable flaws. You keep your momentum even after you stop pressing anything, which makes the
controls feel a little slippery, but it works well in making the platforming adequately challenging. The main issue I have is that
there is no input buffer, meaning if you time a jump literally one frame too late or one frame too early you will miss your
jump and die. This is absolutely the worst and most frustrating part about this game, by absolutely no means should any
platformer go without an input buffer. It's essential.

The humor, as stated before, is top-notch. There's never a dull moment with this game, with it's plentiful visual gags, silly
audio, and goofy dialogue, the humor definitely takes the main focus in this game. It will leave you laughing out loud plenty of
times throughout your playthrough of it. It doesn't rely on memes for it's humor, but definitely can have some parallels drawn
with it's heavily ironic an weird sense of humor. It still definitely doesn't age like dairy like normal memes do.

That said, despite its flaws it is still a very fun and pretty short game that costs less than a trip to McDonalds. Just buy it already,
it's definitely worth your time.. This must be the Best $6 game sold for $15 this year! if you screw up the mechanics story runs
out before the game ends?. never knew a cooking game can be so stressful. I bought The Yawhg before it was released on
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Steam, and I really wish I could recommend it, but I can't. It's a menu-based time management game for up to four players with
gorgeous comic art, which would be fine if there was enough content for more than a few playthroughs. The problem is that
after you've played it a couple of times, the random events begin to repeat, and you get the sinking feeling that you've already
seen all that there is to see. Honestly, it seems like it was designed to impress people who don't actually play games.

I strongly recommend checking out Emily Carroll's comics at emcarroll.com. If you're interested in a similar style of time
management game, take a look at Horse Master at noncanon.com/HorseMaster.html

R2-10L update:

 Added and revised levels, now there are 10 levels in the game!

 Improved game balance.

 RRRR2 supports the ability to play up to 3 people at one computer with support for 3 keyboards or 3 gamepads.

We continue to work on the achievements and balance of the game.
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